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Introduction
Felix is a community driven project with a mission to
help guinea pigs and build innovative products and
services for crypto and blockchain industry.
We have been inspired by the story of Félicette which
is the only cat successfully launched into space on 18
October 1963. After the flight the media gave her the
name Félix.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Félicette

Inscription: Thank you for your participation
in my success of 18 October 1963
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Félicette was one of 14 female cats trained for
spaceflight. The cats had electrodes implanted onto
their skulls so their neurological activity could be
monitored throughout the flight. Electrical impulses
were applied to the brain and a leg during the flight to
stimulate responses. The capsule was recovered 13
minutes after the rocket was ignited. Most of the data
from the mission were of good quality, and Félicette
survived the flight.
Two months after Felix returned to Earth, scientists
have decided to perform a necropsy on Felix and
ended her life to examine his brain further.

IIllustration: https://www.leparisien.fr/sciences/18-octobre1963-il-etait-une-fois-un-chat-dans-l-espace-18-10-20187921236.php
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We are aware of the suffering and difficulties of all
guinea pigs used in scientific research, such as Felix.
As Felix team, we want to turn this situation in favor of
animals. By taking advantage of the opportunities
offered by the development of fields such as digital
twins and life in the virtual universe, we would like to
digitize research conducted on animals directly. Thus,
we aim for a more comfortable and free life for them.
We will create an ecosystem around Felix Token and
turn this mission into reality. If you want be a part of
this project, just support and hodl $Felix to the space.
IIllustration: https://www.leparisien.fr/sciences/18-octobre1963-il-etait-une-fois-un-chat-dans-l-espace-18-10-20187921236.php
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Each year, more than 100 million animals—including mice, rats, frogs, dogs, cats, rabbits,
hamsters, guinea pigs, monkeys, fish, and birds—are killed in U.S. laboratories for biology
lessons, medical training, curiosity-driven experimentation, and chemical, drug, food,
and cosmetics testing. Before their deaths, some are forced to inhale toxic fumes,
others are immobilized in restraint devices for hours, some have holes drilled into their
skulls, and others have their skin burned off or their spinal cords crushed. In addition to
the torment of the actual experiments, animals in laboratories are deprived of
everything that is natural and important to them—they are confined to barren cages,
socially isolated, and psychologically traumatized. The thinking, feeling animals who are
used in experiments are treated like nothing more than disposable laboratory
equipment. We think that technologies such as digital twins can prevent animals from
being killed or harmed.
Source: https://www.peta.org/issues/animals-used-for-experimentation/animals-used-experimentation-factsheets/animal-experiments-overview/
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We think that technologies such as digital twins can
prevent animals from being killed or harmed. The digital
twin is a technology that entered our lives with Industry
4.0, which means the creation of an exact copy of any
physical asset in the digital environment by acting as a
bridge between the physical and digital world. Digital
twin; it is carried out by modeling the most up-to-date
version of the data by transferring it to digital media,
through sensors placed in the systems to be created. A
more specific area where these areas are used is the
cosmetics industry. The digital twin technology, which
models physical systems with real data and then offers
future predictions on the models, seems to be a very
suitable area for the animal testing on labs. We aim to
make this process into reality for human experiments.

Digital twin of a physical process.
Source:
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloit
te/kr/Documents/insights/deloittenewsletter/2017/26_201706/kr_insights_deloitt
e-newsletter-26_report_02_en.pdf
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When we think of reaching this ultimate goal as a journey, one of the important stops is
the creation of digital twins of animals. Modeling the bodies of animals before human
digital twins will not only be a stop serving this journey, but an important step that can
be used in many areas of health. It can also be used in experimental studies carried out
in the laboratory environment by creating digital twins of animals. The effects of the
developed products on human health are primarily tested on experimental animals, and
they are not offered to humans without passing the relevant scientific tests. With the
use of digital twin technology in the cosmetics industry; Even if it is used for scientific
purposes, a solution will be obtained that will eliminate the death and suffering of the
animals used in these experiments. On the other hand, considering that the effects of
each product differ in humans and animals, solutions that increase the efficiency and
accuracy of the experiments can also be obtained. In short, with the use of digital twins
in the animal testing, a new era will begin for both humans and animals.
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Felix
Felix token will play an important role in achieving our
goal. Felix will both fund the Felix ecosystem and will
be a long-term, reliable investment tool for investors
and supporters.

Contract Address: felixtoken.com

Token Details
Fair Launch

Network

January 12, 2022

Binance Smart Chain

Total Locked Tokens

Token Name and Symbol

20% Listing , 5% Devs

Felix (FLX)

Contract Address

Total Supply

Please check from our official website
felixtoken.com

1 Trillion

Initial Token Distribution

1% Fee is automatically burned.

3% Fee is automatically added to Liquidity Pool.

3% Fee is automatically redistributed to holders.

3% Fee is automatically sent to marketing wallet.

In Every Sell
Transaction

5% Development Wallet (Locked)
0xa0d54c308ba367900ca3b15080afee2fae92f590

20% CEX Wallet (Locked)
0x3f4d6bf08cb7a003488ef082102c2e6418a4551e

Save Cats Wallet
0x9d7323001788efde51f2e238c78754e11b272fea

Marketing Wallet
0xe3E60c3053859791278049db08EC5A39f9Ac2118

Wallets
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ROADMAP

Phase 1 - Launch
✅ Smart Contract Deployment

➡️ Marketing Activities
➡️ Coinmarketcap Listing
➡️ Coingecko Listing

Phase 3 - Development

✅ Creation of Felix Token Army
📱 Felix Token Mobile App

➡️ Community Contests
➡️ Partnerships
📈 CEX Listing

2022 - Q1

2022 - Q1

Phase 0 - Pre Launch

🎉 Planning for Metaverse Projects

➡️ New NFTs

🎮 Felix Token Prize VR Games

➡️ Huge Marketing Activities
➡️ Big Scaled Charity Donations
2022 - Q2

2022 - Q3

🎉 Felix “Share to Earn Web and Mobile

of the Felix Ecosystem

Platform” Release

✅ Website Launch

🎉 Launching Felix NFTs and NFT Market

✅ Smart Contract Coding
✅ Planning & Roadmap Creation

🎉 Top Level Branding and Marketing
🎉 Innovations for the Industry

➡️ Expansion of Felix Ecosystem
➡️ Digital Twins of Animals
2022 - Q4

2023 - Q1

Phase 2 - Development

✅ Market Analysis and Starting

✅ Official Social Media Accounts

Phase 5 - Branding

➡️ Expansion of Holders and Members
➡️ Marketing Activities
➡️ Charity Donations
➡️ Planning for Digital Twins and
FelixSwap Project

📈 Listing on Top 50 CEXs

Phase 4 - Expansion
📈 Listing on Top 10 CEXs

➡️ Planning of Web 3.0 Ecosystem
Projects

➡️ International Partnerships
➡️ Big Scaled Charity Donations
➡️ Planning for FelixSwap Project

Felix ecosystem will
continue to evolve.

t.me/tokenfelix

felixtoken.com
admin@felixtoken.com

twitter.com/tokenfelix

@tokenfelix

